The latest News Around Us in Aug_13
Several people killed during rally in Afghanistan: report
Mychael Schnell - The Hill
Several people were reportedly killed by the Taliban during a rally on Thursday in
Asadabad, the capital of the Kunar province.
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It was not immediately clear if the victims were killed by gunfire from the Taliban or
from a stampede sparked by the violence, witness Mohammed Salim told Reuters.
Salim told the news service that "several people were killed and injured in the
stampede and firing by the Taliban."
The protesters who have taken to the streets in Afghanistan in recent days are
reportedly demonstrating in support of the Afghan flag, which the Taliban have taken
down in provinces it seized.
The demonstrations come in the lead-up to Afghanistan's Independence Day on
Thursday, when the country celebrates its 1919 independence from Great Britain.
Several other people have reportedly been killed by the Taliban during protests since
the insurgent group took control of Afghanistan on Sunday, raising concerns
regarding how the insurgent group will govern despite its calls for peace.
Violence also struck in Jalalabad on Wednesday, when Taliban fighters reportedly
opened fire on protesters who were waving an Afghan flag. According to witnesses
and media reports cited by Reuters, three people were killed.
The airport in Kabul, Afghanistan's capital city, is also the site of clashes between the
Taliban and Afghans.

Twelve people have been killed in and around the airport in Kabul since Sunday,
Reuters reported, citing NATO and a Taliban official. The casualties were the result
of either gunshots or stampedes, the Taliban official said.
Taliban fighters have also reportedly tried to stop Afghans from traveling to the
airport.
The violence comes as Afghan citizens are scrambling to evacuate the country amid
the Taliban's takeover.
The Taliban have vowed to rule peacefully, but concerns are rising regarding how the
insurgent group plans to govern, especially when it comes to women.
The U.S. is now engaged in an operation to evacuate U.S. citizens and Afghans who
assisted the Pentagon during its involvement in the country.
Since Aug. 14, nearly 6,000 people have been removed from Afghanistan, according
to a White House official.

CNN reporter in Afghanistan: 'No way' civilians can get past Taliban
Dominick Mastrangelo - The Hill
CNN chief international correspondent Clarissa Ward delivered harrowing reporting
Wednesday from the ground in Kabul, where she said Taliban fighters have taken
control of the area outside the city's airport, leaving "no way" for Afghans looking to
escape the country.
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"It's very hectic, we're about 200 yards from the entrance to the Kabul airport," Ward
said with gunshots ringing out in the background of her live report. "There are

Taliban protesters around ... we have seen them and heard them firing on the crowds
to try and disperse them."
Ward said there are lines snaking for miles outside the airport filled with people
"waiting, trying desperately to get out of the country."
Ward, who has covered multiple international crises over the course of her career,
said the events in Kabul over the last several days since the city fell have been unlike
anything she has ever seen.
"This was mayhem, this was nuts," she said. "This was impossible for an ordinary
citizen, even if they have their paperwork ... no way they're running that gauntlet, no
way they're going to be able to navigate that. It's very dicey, it's very dangerous and
it's completely unpredictable."
Thousands of U.S. troops have arrived in Kabul to secure the city's civilian airport
and allow flights to resume as the Biden administration seeks to evacuate some
10,000 Americans as well as tens of thousands of Afghan nationals who assisted the
U.S. over the years and who remain in the country.
A top U.S. commander said Tuesday that he had cautioned the Taliban against
interfering in the United States' evacuation efforts, warning that "any attack would be
met with overwhelming force in the defense of our forces."
However, it's unclear how exactly those seeking to leave can make their way to the
airport for a flight out of Kabul. The State Department has urged Americans to
shelter in place until they can secure a flight as the Taliban establishes control over
the city.
"Our message remains for American citizens and for others who have expressed
interest in relocation out of Afghanistan: Shelter in place until and unless you receive
a communication from the U.S. Embassy," State Department spokesman Ned
Price said Tuesday.
CNN's Ward noted in her report Wednesday that several Afghans have approached
her and her crew in Kabul and begged them to help find a way out of the country or
broadcast their story.
When a producer covering the events in Kabul tried to take video on an iPhone, Ward
said two Taliban fighters came up to him "and were ready to pistol whip him."
"And we had to intervene and scream," she said. "And it was actually another Taliban
fighter who came in and said, 'No, no, no, don't do that, they're journalists.'"

Taliban's arms seizures embarrass Washington
AFP

Videos of Taliban fighters parading in US-made armored vehicles, wielding
US-supplied firearms and climbing on American Black Hawk helicopters after the
defeat of Afghan government forces have embarrassed the White House.

Wakil KOHSAR Taliban patrol Kabul in a US-made armored vehicle captured from
the Afghan security forces
The Islamist insurgents, who easily captured control of the country after a
months-long campaign, seized huge amounts of weaponry, equipment and munitions
from the Afghan armed forces, most of it supplied over the past two decades by
Washington.
Social media showed Taliban fighters carrying M4 and M18 assault rifles and M24
sniper weapons, driving around in the iconic US Humvees and, in one video,
apparently wearing US-style special forces tactical uniforms.
The images are underpinning a political attack on President Joe Biden for alleged
mishandling of the US withdrawal from the country after 20 years of war.
Most of the equipment has been seized from the Afghan forces who, despite two
decades of training and tens of billions of dollars from the United States, conceded
the capital Kabul at the weekend without a fight.
"We don't have a complete picture, obviously, of where every article of defense
materials has gone. But certainly, a fair amount of it has fallen into the hands of the
Taliban," said White House National Security Advisor Jake Sullivan on Tuesday.

Wakil KOHSAR Taliban fighters patrol along a street in Kabul
- 'Botched withdrawal' "Obviously, we don't have a sense that they are going to readily hand it over to us,"
he said.
Republicans seized on the admission to pounce on Biden.
"Thanks to Biden's botched withdrawal, the Taliban is better equipped today than
they ever have been," said Republican national chair Ronna McDaniel.
According to official figures, the US military supplied the Afghan army with more
than 7,000 machine guns, 4,700 Humvees and 20,000 grenades in recent years.
The Afghans have also received artillery and reconnaissance drones from Washington,
as well as more than 200 aircraft, both fixed-wing and helicopters.
Their continued operation depended heavily on US technical support and parts,
however.
According to photographs published Wednesday by Janes, the defense specialists,
some 40 Afghan military aircraft were flown into Uzbekistan over the past week to
escape the Taliban advance, including five UH-60 Black Hawk and 16 Russia Mi-17
helicopters and 10 A-29 Super Tucano attack airplanes.
In its 16-month drawdown, the Pentagon removed huge amounts of its own equipment
from Afghanistan, and handed some of it to the Afghan army.
But hardware supplied to the Afghan forces that is now in Taliban hands has raised
concerns.
Pentagon spokesman John Kirby said Wednesday that the department is looking at
the issue.

- Limited threat "We obviously don't want to see our equipment in the hands of those who would act
against our interests, or the interests of the Afghan people," Kirby told reporters.
"There are numerous policy choices that can be made, up to and including
destruction," he said, without giving specifics.
The captured arms and vehicles only expand the Taliban's powers in limited ways,
experts say.
"The most dangerous weapons the Taliban have captured are the D-30 howitzers and
Afghan Air Force assets," said Jonathan Schroden, director of the Countering
Threats and Challenges Program at CNA, a Washington security consultancy.
"It is not clear that they have the ability to use all of the air platforms that they have
captured, but they have already demonstrated the ability to use those howitzers," he
said.
Even then, it makes them at best a limited direct threat to better-armed neighbors.
On the other hand, the massive amounts of small arms and munitions they inherited,
said Schroden, could "conceivably find their way to many different parts of the globe
and to a variety of other terrorist groups."
"Probably the best thing the US can do at this point is to work with Afghanistan's
neighbors to try and interdict the transport of any of this equipment across the
country's borders," he said.
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Son of assassinated anti-Taliban fighter asks US for weapons
AFP
The son of Afghanistan's most famed anti-Taliban fighter says he has the forces to
mount an effective resistance, but called on the United States to supply arms and
ammunition to his militia.

Christophe ARCHAMBAULT Ahmad Massoud's father led the strongest resistance
against the Taliban until his assassination in 2001
In an op-ed published Wednesday in The Washington Post, Ahmad Massoud said
"America can still be a great arsenal of democracy" by supporting his fighters.
"I write from the Panjshir Valley today, ready to follow in my father's footsteps, with
mujahideen fighters who are prepared to once again take on the Taliban," he said.
His father Ahmad Shah Massoud, known as the Lion of Panjshir, led the strongest
resistance against the Taliban from his stronghold in the valley northeast of Kabul
until his assassination in 2001.
Famed for its natural defences, the redoubt tucked into the Hindu Kush mountains
never fell to the Taliban during the civil war of the 1990s, nor was it conquered by the
Soviets a decade earlier, and is now Afghanistan's last remaining holdout.
Hoping to follow in his "father's footsteps", Massoud said he has been joined by
former members of the country's special forces and soldiers from the Afghan army
"disgusted by the surrender of their commanders".
Social media images show Afghanistan's defiant vice president Amrullah Saleh
meeting with Massoud, and the duo appear to be assembling the first pieces of a
guerrilla movement to take on the Taliban.
"But we need more weapons, more ammunition and more supplies," Massoud said.

- 'Ground zero' Tens of thousands of people have tried to flee Afghanistan since the hardline Islamist
militants swept into the capital on Sunday, completing a stunning rout of government
forces and ending two decades of war.
Nearly 6,000 people -- including US citizens and Afghans -- have been evacuated by
the US military, with the government urging the Taliban to allow safe passage for
people to flee.
Massoud said the Taliban poses a threat beyond Afghanistan's borders.
"Under Taliban control, Afghanistan will without doubt become ground zero of
radical Islamist terrorism; plots against democracies will be hatched here once
again."
Massoud said his fighters are ready for the coming conflict, but need American
assistance.
Since their takeover, the Taliban have been showing off the huge stash of weapons,
equipment and munitions they have seized from Afghan forces -- most of it supplied by
the United States.
Social media images showed Taliban fighters carrying M4 and M18 assault rifles,
M24 sniper weapons, and driving around in the iconic US Humvees.
The seizures have heightened criticism of President Joe Biden's hasty withdrawal.
Massoud said that, after 20 years, the US and Afghanistan have shared "ideals and
struggles" and he asked Washington to continue supporting the "cause of freedom"
rather than abandon Afghans to the Taliban.
"You are our only remaining hope," he said.
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CIA warned of rapid Afghanistan collapse. So why did U.S. get it so wrong?
Ken Dilanian, Mike Memoli, Courtney Kube, Josh Lederman & Peter Alexander NBC News
As the Taliban began seizing provinces across Afghanistan in recent weeks, the CIA’s
intelligence assessments began to warn in increasingly stark terms about the potential
for a rapid, total collapse of the Afghan military and government, current and former
U.S. officials told NBC News.
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In the end, the CIA’s description of what a worst-case scenario could look like “was
pretty close to what happened,” one former official briefed on the matter said.
The White House won’t confirm whether President Joe Biden ever received such a
dire forecast from his national security team. The president himself appeared to
dispute a month ago that intelligence suggested the increasing likelihood that the
Afghan military would fold.
But it is precisely that outcome that has emerged as one of the administration’s chief
arguments to justify the president standing by his decision to end the U.S. military
operation in Afghanistan.
“Afghanistan political leaders gave up and fled the country,” Biden told the nation
Monday. “The Afghan military collapsed, sometimes without trying to fight. If
anything, the developments of the past week reinforced that ending U.S. military
involvement in Afghanistan now was the right decision.”

On the surface, it’s a stark contrast from what the president had said just a month ago.
Speaking in the same room July 8, the president was asked directly about reports that
he was presented intelligence predicting a rapid collapse of the Afghan government
without a continued U.S. presence. At first, Biden challenged the premise.
“That is not true. They did not reach that conclusion,” he said then.
But when pressed on what the intelligence did say, Biden sidestepped the issue.
“The Afghan government and leadership has to come together,” he said. “They have
the capacity. They have the forces. They have the equipment. The question is: Will
they do it?”
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The answer was a resounding no. Now, national security agencies in the Biden
administration are awash in recriminations and finger-pointing, as officials seek to
explain why America’s longest war ended in not only defeat, but chaos. One theme
that emerged from a series of interviews: There is plenty of blame to go around.
Top military officials, for example, are furious at Biden’s national security team
because they wanted to start evacuating vulnerable Afghans as early as May but
were not allowed to do so, multiple officials told NBC News. After their advice not to
pull out was disregarded, Pentagon brass sought to exit as soon as possible in the
interest of troop safety and planned to get all troops out by as early as July 4,
according to a senior official.

As the July date approached, the White House grew concerned and ordered the
military to delay and keep troops until Aug. 31, the official said.
On Wednesday, Joint Chiefs Chairman Mark Milley said that the Afghan government
fell faster than anyone expected.
“Intelligence clearly indicated multiple scenarios were possible: one of those was an
outright Taliban takeover following a rapid collapse of the Afghan Security Forces
and the government,” Milley told reporters at the Pentagon.
"However, the timeframe of a rapid collapse, that was widely estimated and ranged
from weeks, months, and even years following our departure. There was nothing that
I or anybody else saw that indicated a collapse of this army and this government in 11
days.”
A senior intelligence official also said Wednesday that the Afghan government
“unraveled even more quickly than we anticipated.”
But the official added: “We consistently identified the risk of a rapid collapse of the
Afghan government. We also grew more pessimistic about the government’s survival
as the fighting season progressed.”
CIA officials were taken aback by the rapid pace of the military’s pullout, including
the dead-of-night withdrawal from Bagram Air Base in July, according to a former
official. And many officials are expressing annoyance at the State Department, which
officials say was extremely slow in processing the paperwork needed to deal with
Afghan translators and others eligible for resettlement.
“Interagency coordination, especially among warfighters, diplomats and intelligence
officers, is critical at times like this,” the former official said. “Obviously, it was
deficient.”
At the State Department, officials are pointing the finger at Congress, which created
an onerous 14-step process for the special visa program that diplomats by law must
complete before they can issue the visas.
No diplomat wants to be the one who cuts a corner and ends up admitting into the U.S.
someone who could pose a risk, one diplomat said. Congress ultimately passed
legislation streamlining and expanding the program, but not until the end of July.
The State Department also bristled at the suggestion that it acted too slowly in issuing
visas, with one senior official saying the intelligence community bore some
responsibility for not anticipating an immediate collapse.
Even under the grimmer contingencies the U.S. Embassy in Kabul had prepared for in
the event of a rapid Taliban advance, the State Department anticipated it would have
at least several months to continue operating safely in Kabul before the capital would
fall, a senior official said.

The official said the State Department had anticipated potentially needing security
reinforcements but assumed they would still be operating in territory at least
nominally controlled by the Afghan government, not the Taliban.
Another State Department official cast blame on the Trump administration, arguing
that the incoming Biden administration had been left a significant backlog of special
immigrant visas that could have been processed during the previous administration
after former President Donald Trump signed an agreement to withdraw U.S. troops.
In his speech Monday, Biden said the buck stops with him and that the Taliban
takeover happened faster than he had believed possible. But one of his allies in
Congress, Sen. Mark Warner, D-Va., noted in a statement that “intelligence officials
have anticipated for years that in the absence of the U.S. military the Taliban would
continue to make gains in Afghanistan. That is exactly what has happened.”
Warner pledged “to ask tough but necessary questions about why we weren’t better
prepared for a worst-case scenario involving such a swift and total collapse of the
Afghan government and security forces. We owe those answers to the American
people and to all those who served and sacrificed so much.”
The White House says it was prepared for all contingencies, including what has
played out this week.
“When a civil war comes to an end with an opposing force marching on the capital,
there are going to be scenes of chaos,” national security adviser Jake Sullivan told
reporters Tuesday. “There are going to be lots of people leaving the country. That is
not something that can be fundamentally avoided.”
He also acknowledged the debate about whether the U.S. should have drawn down its
embassy and worked to evacuate Afghan allies sooner.
“We did dramatically accelerate the SIV process and move out a substantial amount
of SIV applicants and families. But the Afghan government and its supporters,
including many of the people now seeking to leave, made a passionate case that we
should not conduct mass evacuation, lest we trigger a loss of confidence in the
government,” Sullivan said.
“Now, our signaling support for the government obviously didn't save the government,
but this was a considered judgment.”
Sullivan, like the president a month ago, seemed to dispute the idea that the president
was presented with intelligence that the Taliban could take control of the capital
within weeks.
“I'm not actually familiar with the intelligence assessments you're describing. But I
also don't want to get into specific intelligence products,” he said. “And one thing I
will not do from this podium or anywhere else is talk about what a different
component of the inner agency did or didn't do because from my perspective, we are
one team with one mission trying to execute and do so in the best interest of our
interest and values.”

Haroon Sabawoon Taliban fighters patrol near Hamid Karzai International Airport
as thousands of Afghans rush to flee Kabul, Afghanistan, on Monday. (Haroon
Sabawoon / Anadolu Agency via Getty Images)
Taken together, the White House’s statements now and those it offered a month ago
present a delicate balancing act, taking steps to avoid stating publicly what it now
offers freely: a lack of confidence in the elected government’s future.
When Biden had disputed dire intelligence warnings last month, he went on to say his
own conclusion — specifying it was not the intelligence community’s — was that “the
only way there's ultimately going to be peace and security in Afghanistan is that they
work out a modus vivendi with the Taliban and they make a judgment as to how they
can make peace.”
That did not happen. As the Taliban were advancing, the administration pressed
Afghan leaders to adopt a realistic military plan to consolidate their forces,
regrouping and shoring up defense of key population centers so they could resupply,
organize and take the fight back to the Taliban. Their refusal to do so was a major
factor in their collapse, a source familiar with the matter told NBC News.
"Because they tried to defend everything, they wound up defending nothing,” the
source said.
Current and former intelligence officials insist there was no intelligence failure. Rep.
Peter Meijer, a Michigan Republican, said on MSNBC’s "Morning Joe" on Tuesday
that the intelligence community failed to detect efforts by the Taliban to bribe, cajole
and threaten local Afghan government officials in a successful effort to induce their
surrender.
But U.S. officials took issue with that, saying they were well aware of Taliban efforts.
They also reported that the Afghan military had stopped guarding the roads into
Kabul, a troubling sign of how easy it might be for the Taliban to advance.

“It takes some serious gall to be angry from inside the Pentagon when they were
telling us two weeks ago that Kabul wouldn't fall for months, if at all this year,” said
a senior congressional official who was regularly briefed on Afghanistan. The
military, he said, “did not predict this complete collapse. So why would Biden be in a
hurry if these military leaders were telling it wasn't going to fall?”
Biden said the U.S. did not evacuate Afghan civilians sooner because “some of the
Afghans did not want to leave earlier — still hopeful for their country. And part of it
was because the Afghan government and its supporters discouraged us from
organizing a mass exodus to avoid triggering, as they said, ‘a crisis of confidence.’”
But now, for many Afghans, the crisis is of a different order of magnitude. Many are
miles away from the only way out at the Kabul airport, trying to decide whether to
hold on to documents that prove their service to the United States — documents that
could earn them a flight out, but could also get them killed.

Biden must offer the Taliban a choice: allow evacuations or face a forcible
extraction
Tom Rogan - Examiner
A brigade of the 82nd Airborne Division recently flew 4,600 miles non-stop, from
North Carolina to Estonia. Over Estonia, the paratroopers jumped to simulate a
defense action against Russian invasion.
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The 82nd Airborne's versatile skill deserves our attention following the Pentagon
press briefing on Wednesday, which clarified the almost impossible task facing the
U.S. military in Afghanistan.
The military must extract upward of 10,000 American and Afghan citizens from Kabul
International Airport. And it must do so by President Joe Biden's Aug. 31 deadline.

Accomplishing this mission is likely impossible. So, to ensure that all those eligible
are actually evacuated, Biden should extend his deadline and commit to defending the
airport against attack.
The fundamental issue is quite simple. While the Taliban appear to be allowing
Americans to access the airport, the group is refusing to facilitate all
evacuation-eligible Afghans.
It's thus almost certain that some allied Afghans, and potentially even some
Americans, will be left behind. Secretary of Defense Lloyd Austin appeared to confirm
as much when he said that evacuations would continue only until the "clock runs out."
The question follows: Will Biden extend the clock?
The answer should be equally simple: Abandoning brothers in arms to a fanatical
enemy is not an option. But that raises another question: What if the Taliban refuse
an evacuation timetable extension?
That circumstance is a distinct possibility. While the Taliban have been relatively
conciliatory since their seizure of power, they retain a deep ideological hatred for
America and its Afghan allies.
The Taliban are allowing some evacuation operations not because they are kind, but
rather because they are focused on consolidating power. If, however, the Taliban
believe they can consolidate power while also harming U.S. evacuation efforts, they
will do so.
Recognizing as much, U.S. military commanders are concerned that the longer the
evacuation process continues, the likelier a Taliban attack (or Taliban proxy attack)
becomes. The fear is that such an attack might come in the form of a localized sniper
or mortar assault, for example, which is designed to give the Taliban some pretense of
deniability.
That brings us back to Biden.
Abandoning his buck-stops-nowhere strategy, Biden must deter the Taliban. The
president should clarify that he will hold the Taliban responsible for any attack on the
airport. He should also declare that if the Taliban continue to obstruct eligible
evacuees, America will unilaterally extend the Aug. 31 deadline.
At the Washington Post, Josh Rogin emphasizes that the onus is on the Taliban here:
they can open routes to the airport, or they can see American forces stay into
September.
What if the Taliban fights?
It would be messy and high-risk, but the U.S. could effect a defensive extraction
operation from Kabul. True, it would be utterly impractical for the U.S. military to
relocate Afghans from other areas of Kabul to the airport (doing so would entail U.S.
forces being isolated and annihilated by the Taliban). But a defense of the airport is
possible.

That takes us back to the 82nd Airborne. Now the lead ground combat element of the
evacuation effort, the division isn't simply capable of forcible entry operations. The
unit, one of the Army's very best (I must admit some bias: my grandfather was a
platoon leader in the Division's 504th Parachute Infantry Regiment) is also trained in
airfield defense.
That bears note, because the U.S. retains air supremacy in Afghanistan and could
provide persistent air cover to ground forces. British special forces on the ground can
also contribute air controller capabilities. But now that the Taliban have established
formal control in Kabul, they have provided the U.S. with a new range of possible
targets. Biden should reinforce the deterrent utility these forces afford him.
The top line is a joined moral-strategic one. Biden can evacuate those who need
evacuating, thus restoring some sense of honor to this debacle. Alternatively, Biden
can abandon Americans and allies to the Taliban.
American power and honor afford the president a responsibility to choose the former
option.

Biden bets war-weary America will reward him for leaving Afghanistan
Sahil Kapur - NBC News
WASHINGTON — President Joe Biden is standing firmly by his decision to withdraw
U.S. forces from Afghanistan, despite chaotic scenes of the Taliban rapidly seizing
control and the U.S. rushing to airlift diplomats out of the country.
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Behind his confidence is a political bet that a war-weary U.S. public will stick with
him and enable him to weather a firestorm of criticism, not just from his Republican
opposition but also from Democratic allies who promise to investigate failures
surrounding the withdrawal.

Public support for the withdrawal has fallen from earlier this year, but pluralities still
want U.S. forces out, according to two new surveys.
A Yahoo News poll found that 40 percent support the pullout, while 28 percent oppose
it. (In July, 50 percent favored the pullout.)
A Morning Consult/Politico poll found that 49 percent support the withdrawal, while
37 percent oppose it. (In April, 69 percent backed withdrawal.)
The criticism has been heaviest over the execution of the withdrawal, including the
failure to evacuate U.S. personnel and partners in time for the rapid Taliban takeover.
Republican lawmakers, and some Democrats, have compared it to the fall of Saigon,
South Vietnam, in 1975.
Biden needs all the political capital he can muster — to spend on signing an
infrastructure bill and a $3.5 trillion social safety net package at the core of his
domestic agenda, which his party is counting on to survive a difficult midterm election
cycle next year.
Democratic strategists say Biden is on solid political footing, arguing that Americans
will ultimately see the issue as a simple choice between continuing the occupation and
ending it.
"No one likes where this ended up, but it's hard to see Republicans winning elections
on a campaign promise to go back to war in Afghanistan in 2022 or 2024," said Jesse
Ferguson, a Democratic consultant who has worked for the party's House campaign
arm and Hillary Clinton's 2016 presidential bid.
Republicans see little opportunity in digging in on a pro-war position, particularly
after 20 years of money and lives lost trying to build a democratic state that collapsed
like a house of cards as soon as U.S. forces left.
Chris Hartline, a spokesman for the Senate GOP campaign arm, said of the politics of
the withdrawal: "It's hard to tell how it'll play in the long run."
But he said the situation paints Biden as a "weak leader" who operates with a
"nonchalance" on issues like the border, inflation and now Afghanistan. Taken
together, he said, Biden appears "weak, disengaged or just plain lost."
Matt Gorman, a Republican consultant who has worked on presidential and House
races, said the issue of Afghanistan resonates with voters insofar as Biden's
opposition can tie it to his leadership on matters that affect them day to day.
"The biggest political risk here is that it compounds with inflation, gas prices and
crime. This is all making Biden look like a bystander," he said. "He's watching events
and not leading them."
But to Biden's allies, the decision to pull out and absorb the short-term pain was a
mark of leadership that his three predecessors who oversaw the war lacked the
courage to practice. In a speech Monday, Biden said that Americans shouldn't be

asked to step up when Afghanistan's own armed forces wouldn't and that he won't
"pass this responsibility on to a fifth president."
He defended his decision in an ABC News interview published Wednesday.
"The idea that somehow there's a way to have gotten out without chaos ensuing, I
don't know how that happens," Biden said. "I had a simple choice. If I said, 'We're
going to stay,' then we'd better be prepared to put a whole lot, hell of a lot more
troops in."
His remarks channeled weariness with war among the public, with voters in both
parties turning against wars in Afghanistan and Iraq, which were launched after the
Sept. 11 terrorist attacks nearly 20 years ago. Trump capitalized on similar
sentiments in his 2016 campaign.
Likely voters support the withdrawal by 51 percent to 37 percent, according to a new
poll by Data for Progress, a progressive firm that has been cited by the White House.
"Even with the negative coverage of the last few days, Data for Progress and other
pollsters still find net support for withdrawal," said Sean McElwee, the group's
executive director. "Ultimately, the American public does not support permanent
overseas occupation."

Facing the facts in Afghanistan
Will Marshall (Opinion Contributor) - The Hill
Afghanistan has fallen, for the second time, to a brutal band of Islamist
fundamentalists with medieval views about how people should be governed. That's a
tragedy for Afghans who want to live in the modern world - including many girls and
women, ethnic and religious minorities, educated professionals, journalists and civic
activists, as well as those who worked with the United States and our allies to
establish a capable national government.
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That long, costly experiment in nation building has collapsed with sickening speed,
and bitter recriminations fill the air. No wonder, given the thousands of U.S. and
allied troops killed or wounded, and the $2 trillion taxpayers poured into a noble if
losing cause.
But amid all the facile finger-pointing and instant historical revisionism, let's try to
keep three basic facts in mind.
First, the U.S. intervention in 2001 was inevitable and unavoidable. Afghanistan was
the base from which al Qaeda mounted the spectacular Sept. 11 terrorist attacks that
demolished the twin towers, damaged the Pentagon and wantonly killed nearly 2,000
people while wounding about 6,000 others.
Americans saw it as an act of war, a modern Pearl Harbor, and they expected their
government to respond accordingly. When the Taliban refused to surrender Osama
bin Laden and his co-conspirators, the United States went to war with the regime that
had given them sanctuary and protection.
We did not go alone: Invoking NATO's collective security guarantee, many of our
allies also sent troops and other resources.
Donald Trump and left-wing critics of America's "forever wars" in Muslim countries
disingenuously lump Afghanistan and Iraq together. This is fake history. Whatever
you think about the Bush administration's 2003 decision to invade Iraq, Afghanistan
was a war of necessity, not choice.
And there was little domestic debate about the need for resolute U.S. military action
to defeat al Qaeda. On Sept. 14, 2001, the House voted 420-1 and the Senate 98-0
to authorize the use of force against the attacks' perpetrators and enablers.
Second, President Biden has made the hard but correct strategic call. The U.S. public
has lost confidence in our Afghanistan mission. We long ago passed the point at
which the costs of staying there outweigh the risks of leaving.
The United States faces a recurrent dilemma. We have the unique military capacity to
intervene effectively in crises and conflicts around the globe. Once our military has
accomplished its goals, however, we don't know how to leave.
The core problem isn't an addiction to "imperialism" or a naive belief that U.S.-style
democracy can be implanted everywhere. Instead, our difficulties typically arise from
the fear of squandering what our troops have won on the battlefield, and from a
commendable desire not to leave anarchy or new forms of oppression in our wake.
The pivotal moment in Afghanistan came in the spring of 2002, when President
Bush called for a Marshall Plan-style effort to reconstruct Afghanistan. Although the
U.S.-led coalition did a lot of good for long-suffering Afghans, the Western presence
also fueled a spreading Taliban insurgency.
The rapid collapse of the army and government precisely measures how badly U.S.
political leaders - apparently misled by top military brass - overestimated their ability
to stand up a competent Afghan authority to which we could hand off power.

This is not the hackneyed argument that we need to formulate elaborate "exit plans"
before intervening abroad. As Mike Tyson famously said, everyone has a plan until
they get punched in the mouth.
Rather, our political leaders need the humility and discipline to stay focused on the
security rationale for intervention, and to withdraw U.S. forces once they've done the
job they were sent to do.
That's what Biden is doing. "Our only vital interest in Afghanistan remains today
what it has always been: Preventing a terrorist attack on the American homeland,"
he said this week.
Third, how we disengage from military interventions matters. The longer we stay, the
greater the debt we incur to the people who risked their lives helping our soldiers,
diplomats, aid workers, administrators and contractors do their jobs.
Here the president's policy is harder to defend. "The likelihood that there's going to
be the Taliban overrunning everything and own the whole country is highly unlikely,"
Biden declared confidently at a July news conference.
He was wrong, and the precipitous U.S. withdrawal has left tens of thousands of
Afghan allies in the lurch. The Taliban, however, has announced a general amnesty,
and U.S. forces are airlifting thousands of refugees out of the country.
This is a hopeful sign that our long Afghan engagement may not have been in vain. If
the Taliban have changed - and if they adhere to their pledge not to let their country
again be used as a staging point for terrorist attacks on America and other
democracies - the U.S. coalition may have accomplished its strategic objective after
all.
In any case, the administration should pull out all stops to keep the airport escape
hatch open. There is no shame in America cutting its losses in Afghanistan. But there
is no honor in abandoning Afghans who helped and placed their trust in us.
Will Marshall is president and founder of the Progressive Policy Institute (PPI).

Afghanistan: First US casualty's widow says 'I can't stop thinking about those
Afghan children'
Lisa Benantan - Fox News
Chaotic scenes from the Kabul airport show that Afghans, desperate to flee the
country, don't believe the Taliban's softer tone or promises to maintain women's
rights, a former CIA intelligence officer told Fox News in an exclusive interview.
Shannon Spann, the widow of a fellow CIA officer who was the first American service
member to be killed in combat in Afghanistan soon after the 9/11 terrorist attacks,

also reflected on children and women she met in the Middle Eastern nation during the
U.S.' intervention and what their lives will look like with the Taliban back in power.
"You don’t have to look further than the airport in Kabul to see that local Afghans
don’t believe [the Taliban's] story of ‘we’re going to be peaceful, we’re not going to
do reprisals, we’re going to invite participation from women,'" Spann told Fox News.
"People literally clinging to the landing gear of aircraft to try to get away from the
story that they know is about to be written."
The Hamid Karzai International Airport outside of Kabul fell into chaos as the
Taliban seized the city, with Afghans and people from foreign nations, including U.S.
citizens, flooding the site to escape the country.
The mayhem led to several deaths. Video showed people clinging onto aircraft,
and human remains were found in the wheel well of a U.S. military plane.
In the Taliban's first news conference in Kabul, spokesperson Zabihullah Mujahid
said Afghans who helped the U.S. would not face retaliation and that women would
have their rights guaranteed "within the framework of Shariah."
Such commitments, if followed through, would be a significant break from the Taliban
that controlled the Afghanistan prior to the U.S. intervention, though there have
already been reports of executions and forced marriages.
Believing that the Taliban is painting a false narrative as killings continue, Spann
reflected on women and children she met in Afghanistan soon after the U.S. entered
Afghanistan.
She described meeting young children, the same ages as her children, who she met in
an orphanage during a 2002 trip to Afghanistan for a ceremony honoring her late
husband.
"They greeted us with such friendship," Spann, who left the CIA in 2009, told Fox
News. "They had such resilient joy on their faces."
"I can’t stop thinking this week about those children," she continued. "Now those
children are in their 20s and 30s, like my children are. What will their life look like
now?"
On the same trip, Spann said she was able to join a women’s council with
multigenerational women.
They "were just crying and holding my hand, thanking us for U.S involvement in their
struggle and telling me stories about how they were prisoners in their own homes
before when the Taliban was controlling their county," Spann told Fox News. "I
wonder today, what has become of those women."

President Biden said Monday during an address that he stood behind his decision to
withdraw U.S. troops from Afghanistan, even though the Taliban swept through the
nation.
"I'm deeply disappointed in President Biden's defiant stance in his address to the
nation," Spann told Fox News. "In times of conflict, excellent leaders keep people
bigger than the problem."
"We utterly failed at keeping people bigger than the problem," Spann continued.
Spann told Fox News that the U.S. neglected to keep the vision of the people involved,
including operators, military personnel who had devoted 20 years to the mission in
Afghanistan, Gold Star families, the women and children Spann met and the Afghan
society as a whole.
"We prioritized a narrow subset of a problem over all of those people," Spann said.
She told Fox News that it was "unconscionable" that the U.S. had no plan to
"evacuate the most vulnerable of our friends and partners."

White House still can’t say how many Americans are in Afghanistan
By Quint Forgey - Political
The White House on Friday was still unable to say how many Americans remained
stranded in Afghanistan, while appearing to describe the situation on the ground in
Kabul as more dire than senior administration officials have acknowledged in recent
days.

Shekib Rahmani/AP Photo U.S. soldiers stand guard along the perimeter at the
international airport in Kabul, Afghanistan.
“We don’t have a precise number,” White House communications director Kate
Bedingfield told CNN in an interview, saying the official U.S. tally of Americans in

Afghanistan had been muddied by those who may have departed the country over the
past six months.
“As of a few weeks ago, we had already begun reaching out to all American citizens
who were in Afghanistan via email, via text, via messaging app to hear from them and
to understand their plans and work with them to get them out, if they want to get out,”
Bedingfield said. “And so that is a massive logistical operation that’s underway.”
Addressing the ongoing U.S. evacuation mission out of the international airport in
Kabul, Bedingfield’s remarks seemingly included several caveats, and she declined to
guarantee that all Americans and Afghan allies would be transported safely out of the
country.
“The president has committed, we will get every American who wants to get out, out
of Afghanistan. And we are working to move as many of our allies — who helped us,
who stood by us, who helped our servicemen and women — get out as possible,”
Bedingfield said.
Pressed further by CNN on whether the administration was prepared to leave some
people behind in Afghanistan, Bedingfield responded: “We are doing everything we
can to get as many people out who want to get out before the Aug. 31 deadline. That
is the sole focus of the president of the United States and his team right now. They are
doing everything operationally within their capacity to get out.”
President Joe Biden told ABC News in an interview Wednesday he would maintain
the U.S. military presence in Afghanistan beyond the end of the month — his
self-imposed withdrawal deadline — if evacuation operations were not yet completed.
But Pentagon spokesperson John Kirby said in a news briefing Thursday there had
“been no decision to change the deadline” and conceded that an extension of the
timetable for evacuations would need tacit approval from the Taliban in the form of a
new agreement between U.S. officials and commanders of the militant group.
The U.S. military evacuated roughly 3,000 people from Hamid Karzai International
Airport on Thursday aboard 16 American C-17 transport planes, the White House
said. Of that total, 350 of the evacuees were American citizens and the remainder
were families of American citizens, Special Immigrant Visa applicants and their
families, and vulnerable Afghans.
Over the last 24 hours, 11 charter flights also departed the airport carrying an
unspecified number of people, according to the White House. The U.S. military has
evacuated roughly 14,000 people from Afghanistan since the end of July and roughly
9,000 people since Aug. 14.

Taliban fighters killed a journalist's relative as they step up door-to-door hunts for
people with links to the West
Sinéad Baker (sbaker@businessinsider.com)

AP Taliban trucks in Kabul. AP
Taliban fighters killed the relative of a Deutsche Welle journalist in Afghanistan as
the group steps up its searches for people connected to or who worked for the West.
The German broadcaster Deutsche Welle said that Taliban fighters who were
searching for its journalist had shot dead one of their family members, and seriously
injured another relative, while other family members escaped and are now on the run.
It reported that the Taliban were searching door-to-door for the journalist, who now
works in Germany.
It said it was "not revealing the name of the journalist or the location of his family as
their lives are still at risk."
Deutsche Welle also said the Taliban had raided the homes of at least three other of
its journalists.
Peter Limbourg, the director-general of Deutsche Welle, said its journalists were in
danger.
"The killing of a close relative of one of our editors by the Taliban yesterday is
inconceivably tragic, and testifies to the acute danger in which all our employees and
their families in Afghanistan find themselves," he said.
"It is evident that the Taliban are already carrying out organized searches for
journalists, both in Kabul and in the provinces. We are running out of time!"
The Taliban have said that, unlike the last time they were in power, they will
protect women, minorities, and journalists.
But multiple reports say they are searching door-to-door for such people. An
intelligence document prepared for the UN, which was reviewed by Insider's Matthew
Loh, said the Taliban were "intensifying" efforts to hunt down people who helped US
or NATO forces, or the previous government in Afghanistan.

Some Afghan journalists also said their homes had been raided by the
Taliban, Reuters reported.
Taliban hunting for ‘collaborators’ in major cities, threat assessment prepared for
United Nations warns
Erin Cunningham & Claire Parker - Washington Post
The Taliban has stepped up its hunt for former Afghan security officials and people
who may have worked with U.S. or NATO forces, according to a confidential threat
assessment prepared for the United Nations and seen by The Washington Post.

Rahmat Gul/AP Taliban fighters display their flag on patrol in Kabul on Aug. 19,
2021. (Rahmat Gul/AP)
The militants are going house to house, setting up checkpoints and threatening to
arrest or kill relatives of “collaborators” in major cities, the Wednesday assessment
said.
The document, produced by the Norwegian Center for Global Analyses, a U.N.-linked
intelligence support center, describes an empowered Taliban eager to seek out and
interrogate or punish those affiliated with the U.S.-backed government.
At particular risk are people who were in central positions in military, police and
investigative units, according to the analysis, despite a Taliban pledge this week
to grant amnesty to former officials.
Separately, a German broadcaster said Taliban fighters killed a relative of one of its
journalists — an ominous signal that the Taliban was not following through on
pledges to avoid retribution and to respect the media.
The fighters are using the West’s focus on evacuating foreign nationals to “search
unrestrained for Afghan targets inside the cities,” the Norwegian Center for Global
Analyses document said.

At the same time, the group is screening for individuals outside the Kabul airport,
where thousands of Afghans have gathered in recent days in the hopes of fleeing the
country.
The Taliban has “established vehicle check points on all major roads and around
major cities,” including Kabul and Jalalabad, the assessment said.
It also warned of a “worst case” scenario in which the militants close down Kabul
and other cities to conduct mass arrests and public executions.
The relative of the journalist was killed by Taliban fighters going house to house in
western Afghanistan to hunt for the reporter, according to Deutsche Welle. The
journalist now works in Germany. Other family members were able to flee from the
fighters.
“The killing of a close relative of one of our editors by the Taliban in Herat yesterday
is inconceivably tragic, and testifies to the acute danger in which all our employees
and their families in Afghanistan find themselves,” DW’s director general, Peter
Limburg, said.
“It is evident that the Taliban are already carrying out organized searches for
journalists, both in Kabul and in the provinces. We are running out of time!”
The Taliban seriously injured another of his relatives. The militants have also raided
the homes of at least three of the organization’s journalists, DW reported. Two men
also shot and killed a translator who frequently contributed to the German newspaper
Die Zeit, according to DW.
DW and other major German media organizations published an open letter Sunday
calling on the German government to establish an emergency visa program for their
Afghan employees.
“They too have shared our belief in the free press as an indispensable element of a
stable, peaceful, balanced democracy — a value that the German government
strongly supported in Afghanistan over the past 20 years,” the letter read.
DW has sent names and contact information of staff members to the German Foreign
Ministry so that they can be put on evacuation flights. But reaching the airport — and
getting on planes once people are there — have proved difficult in recent days, as
Taliban fighters have set up checkpoints on access routes and attacked or harassed
Afghans on the way to the airport.
On Friday, the German government reported that one of its citizens was shot on the
way to the airport but is safe and awaiting evacuation.
The human rights group, Amnesty International, issued a report Thursday about the
torture and murder of eight Afghan men from the Hazara ethnic minority in July after
the group took over their village.

The report, bolstered by photographic evidence and witness accounts, raises further
doubts about the Taliban’s recent promises not to repeat some of the atrocities that
characterized its 1996-2001 rule.
Andrew Jeong contributed to this report

Taliban promises women rights under Sharia law. What's that mean?
Imtiaz Tyab - CBS News
In his first news conference after the Taliban's seizure of Kabul, the group's chief
spokesman Zabihullah Mujahid said repeatedly that the group would respect women's
rights, "within the framework of Islamic law."
What does that mean?
Islamic or Sharia law is based on the Muslim holy book, the Quran, and on rulings by
Islamic scholars around the world. It acts as a code of conduct in all areas of life for
Muslims, governing everything from business to daily routines and personal beliefs
and practices.
But it is interpreted in a wide variety of ways — there is no single, agreed upon code
of Sharia law.
The interpretations range from that used by ISIS to justify the horrors of their brutal
Califate, to modern Islamic feminists, who see Sharia as a system that ensures
equality for all.
Taliban leaders have suggested that they'll impose a less harsh version of Sharia law
on Afghanistan now than they did when they were last in power, from 1996-2001.

Provided by CBS News A group of women hold a street protest calling on the Taliban
to protect their rights, in Kabul, Afghanistan, August 17, 2021. / Credit: Shamshad
News/via REUTERS

During those five years of rule, the group was condemned internationally for
enforcing a medieval version of Islamic law, which included punishments such as
public hangings, whippings and stonings.
The group banned music, cut off the hands of suspected thieves, and stoned to death
those who were convicted of adultery.
But it was the restrictions on women that caused the most outrage and misery. Under
the Taliban's interpretation of Sharia law during the 1990s, women and girls could
not work, gain an education, or even leave their homes without wearing a burka and
being chaperoned by a male relative.
Women who disobeyed the rules were often flogged in the streets.

Provided by CBS News The future of U.S.-Afghanistan relations 12:09
But when the Taliban started negotiating its so-called peace deal with the Trump
administration, it began presenting itself as a more moderate force.
Two years ago, I met Taliban spokesman Suhail Shaheen at a glitzy hotel in the
Qatari capital of Doha, where the talks were being held.
"We are not against the education of women and their work," Shaheen said. "(All) we
want is that they should do this [while wearing] an Islamic hijab," he told me. But he
wouldn't say much more about the specific freedoms that women and girls would have
under the group's rule.
Pashtana Durrani had been helping to educate girls in Kandahar, but she went into
hiding when the Taliban seized the southern city.
She told CBS News this week that she didn't want to just assume the Taliban were
"going to come and murder me, but I would really like for them to accept for a fact
that we are just the same people from the same country, right? I just have different
views when it comes to girls' education."

The Taliban continues to insist that it will ensure the rights of women and girls, and
even said it wants women to join the new government. But recent days have brought a
number of announcements of appointments to the new regime, and not a single
position has been filled by a woman yet.
Many analysts believe the group is merely running an early public relations campaign
to win support from both Afghans and the international community now that it
controls the country.
But how long will this apparent PR campaign last? It's still too early to know what the
Taliban really means when it says it will govern "within the framework of Islamic
law."

What is the 'Biden doctrine?' Afghanistan pullout offers clues
Josh Lederman, Andrea Mitchell & Mike Memoli - NBC News
WASHINGTON — More than a decade before presiding over America’s
exit from Afghanistan, then-Sen. Joe Biden famously threw down his napkin during
2009 dinner with Hamid Karzai, the Afghan president at the time, and walked out.

Provided by NBC News
What he’d heard from Karzai had not convinced him that the U.S., through its
military might, could fix what was broken in Afghanistan. Biden, just elected vice
president but not yet inaugurated, flew home to brief President-elect Barack Obama,
telling him the country had “deteriorated over the last six years.”

“The truth is that things are going to get tougher in Afghanistan before they get
better,” Biden told Obama as reporters were briefly allowed into the January 2009
meeting.
So it was no surprise to his longtime former aides that Biden, now in charge, acted to
end the war. What surprised some was how he did it. Jonah Blank, who advised him
for nine years on the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, said Biden knew where he
stood on keeping troops in Afghanistan by the time he returned from that trip.

Rahmat Gul Taliban fighters patrol in Kabul, Afghanistan, on Aug. 19, 2021. (Rahmat
Gul / AP)
"The failings of how we're withdrawing from Afghanistan shouldn't be confused with
the question of whether to withdraw from Afghanistan,” Blank said. “The U.S.
presence didn't have to end this way -- but it did have to end."
The chaotic end to the war in Afghanistan, Biden’s first defining foreign policy
decision alone in the driver’s seat, offers a window into how he believes the U.S.
should wield its power: sparingly, when U.S. lives are at stake.
Yet it’s also raising serious questions about whether Biden has followed or eschewed
his own advice about the need for American moral leadership, the importance of
sober, competent execution, and the value in acting in lockstep with U.S. allies.
For nearly half a century in politics, Joe Biden has preached what he’s described as a
pragmatic approach to foreign policy in which the U.S. uses its soft power to promote
noble values like human rights and democracy, but reserves its military power to
protect core U.S. interests.
Terrorism, he’s said, is “not an existential threat” to U.S. democracy. Conflicts with
nuclear-armed regional powers, like China and Russia, potentially are.
But since Afghanistan’s fall this month, that distinction has surfaced in more painful
ways. Biden’s rigid self-confidence and refusal to acknowledge mistakes in the face of

disturbing images from Kabul airport have been jarring to those who associate him
with a particularly empathetic brand of politics.
“The idea that we're able to deal with the rights of women around the world by
military force is not rational,” Biden told ABC News this week, citing other abuses in
China and in Africa. “There are a lot of places where women are being subjugated.
The way to deal with that is not with a military invasion.”
In Biden’s view, according to current and former aides along with the president’s
own words, that tiered approach to promoting U.S. values is the only way to preserve
the running room to successfully confront America’s true existential threats: The rise
of autocratic powers as global standard-bearers that threaten the ability for
democracies like the U.S. to compete.
By that logic, Afghanistan, even as a failed state that represses women, would be less
likely to threaten the U.S. in the long term than would China — a concern on which
Biden hopes the U.S. can more effectively focus when it’s not distracted by
decades-long foreign conflicts.
Although Biden initially supported former President George Bush’s invasion of Iraq,
for most of the last two decades he has opposed continuing the conflict and a U.S.
objective of nation-building in the civil war-wracked nation.
But other elements of Biden’s handling of the U.S. troop withdrawal have seemed at
odds with his long-stated foreign policy principles, including planning for all
contingencies and relying on the strength of alliances and global actions.
A Taliban takeover that occurred more rapidly than Biden’s administration had
anticipated left tens of thousands stranded in danger, including U.S. citizens as well
as thousands of Afghans who’d been waiting for the State Department bureaucracy to
churn out visas.
Jake Sullivan, Biden’s national security adviser, said this week the administration
was ‘clear-eyed” about a possible Taliban takeover but “did not anticipate that it
would happen at this speed, though we were planning for these potential
contingencies.” Yet even many Biden supporters have been perplexed as to why, if he
knew that was a possibility, his administration didn’t get more people out sooner.
And NATO allies who put their own troops and diplomats in Afghanistan are
dumbfounded at how they were caught off guard by a U.S. timeline that left them with
no choice but to accept failure of their joint mission in Afghanistan.
“What does it say about NATO if we are entirely dependent on a unilateral decision
taken by the United States?” a fuming former British Prime Minister Theresa May
said this week.
In the coming years, Biden is likely to face similar choices about how deeply to
entangle the U.S. – and with what tools — in fighting human rights abuses in places
like China’s Xinjiang region, as well as where and when to involve the U.S. military
in situations from Haiti to Iran.

Hal Brands, a former Defense Department official who has written about “the
emerging Biden doctrine,” said that by excluding human rights and democracy as
compelling U.S. interests in Afghanistan, Biden may have made it harder to argue
that they should be compelling interests globally going forward.
“There’s a notion that democracy promotion got too associated with long-term,
open-ended military missions,” Brands said. “What they’re going to discover is that
it’s hard to entirely separate the two.”

